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HOW CLOSE IS TOO CLOSE?

Reflections on Professional Objectivity

THE CHARACTERS

Narrator – Mary Alice 
Attorney –  Abel Anwilling
Wife -- Heddy Turner
Husband -- Ike Turner
Biochild – Tom
Biomom --  Dona Care
justice A -- Presiding Justice Art Scotland
justice B -- Associate Justice Ronald Robie
justice C -- Associate Justice Kathleen Butz
Good Partner – Mr. Rogers
Bad Partner – Phillip Thelonius Mind 
Superior Court Judge – Harriet Meyers
Moderators – Kathleen Butz, Kevin Culhane, Kate Wheatley

ACT I
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++

MARY ALICE / NARRATOR

(speaking) Welcome to our little town of Hysteria Circle.  Of course, there are some 
dark and scary places in Hysteria Circle, but fear not, we certainly would not take y’all 



there.  Our journey involves a much more pleasant visit with a wife, her husband and his 
high school buddy – an adoption attorney.  You see, the wife and husband are adopting a 
gorgeous baby boy.  

In our story the adoption started off smoothly enough with the husband and wife, 
Ike and Heddy Turner, obtaining the baby from a young single mother who felt she could 
not care for the child.  But not long after the adoption, the birth mother, Dona Care, 
changed her mind, and sought to withdraw her consent on technical grounds.  The trial 
court ruled against Dona, but she has filed an appeal.  Ike and Heddy retain custody of the 
child while the parties await the decision of the appellate court.

ACT I  SCENE ONE

Telephone rings X3

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (deep semi-pompous voice) 
Abel Anwilling attorney at law

IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (speaking)  Hey dude, it’s Ike.

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY  Hi Ike, what’s happenin’?

IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (speaking)  Not much, same ol’ same ol’.  Heddy wanted 
me to call to see if there’s any word on the appeal.

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY  Well no.  As I explained last time you called, no 
one really knows what goes on down behind closed doors down at the Court of Appeal, 
except whatever goes on, it goes on S-L-O-W.  All you two can do is just hang in there and 
be patient. 

IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (speaking)  Yeah right!  Heddy is about as patient as a big-
mouth bass on a school of jumbo minnows.  Every day it’s nag, nag, nag –did Abe call?  
Did Abe call?  I always tell her “easy woman, he is a busy guy, he will call when there is 
something to call about.  You know how it is – I just tell her: get something on for dinner, 
get the football game on the big screen, and fetch me another Budweiser!

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY  Well look, Ike, will you please tell her there’s 
nothing new to report and that we just have to wait? 

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE   (walking onto the set) 
Hey!  Is that Abe?  Give me that phone!



IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (handing phone to Heddy) Here, tell her yourself dude. 
Later.  (tosses phone to Heddy, picks up beer bottle, and walks off --or to a far side of-- 
set.)

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE (speaking on telephone)  Abe, this is Heddy, I can’t believe 
you haven’t called!  Any news from the Court of Appeal?  It’s been over a year!  I’m 
worried that if we lose this thing, the baby will lose the only home he’s ever known!

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY  Hi Heddy —No, no news yet.  Didn’t Ike pass 
that on from the last time I talked to him? 

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE  (speaking on telephone) well “duh”—no.  He doesn’t do 
much of anything around here anymore, except drink and watch football.  He’s about as 
reliable as an old lawnmower.

ATTORNEY (looking quizzically at the phone and then saying) 
Uh—What? An old lawnmower?

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE (Standing with the phone, and walking directly toward the 
audience, voice gradually rising with exasperation as she answers)  That’s right, an old 
lawnmower.  He’s hard to get started, he gives off noxious odors, and he usually quits 
before the job’s half done! If you get my drift . . . 

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (waiting a few counts to compose himself and 
think of an appropriate response)  Well—uh—OK, anyway, you hang in there; all we can 
do is wait.  Uh-- gotta go!

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE Ok-- keep in touch—Bye.

END OF TELEPHONE CALL

SONG  --  MUSIC STARTS – SONG “I GOT YOU BABE”
(Ike and Heddy singing together)

(Ike:)

“Together we’re adopting, yes it’s true
‘cause you got me and baby I got you”

(Heddy:)

“It took so long, but now I’m a mom (looking to audience)
My new baby boy I named him Tom.”



 
(Ike and Heddy singing together:)

“Babe
I got you babe 
I got you babe”

(Now Abel walks onto set -- Ike singing to Abel:)  

“An adoption lawyer we hired you”
(Heddy singing to Abel:)
 
“And with your help my dreams can all come true”

(Ike singing to Abel:)
  
“After I pay your retainer fee”

(Heddy singing to Abel:)
 
“To the judges you will speak for me (Ike adds “and me”)”

(Together Ike and Heddy sing:) 

“Abe
we got you Abe 
we got you Abe”

(Ike and Heddy together last line:)

“I got you babe…”

END OF ACT I SCENE ONE

ACT I  SCENE TWO

MARY ALICE / NARRATOR
Well, wasn’t that beautiful!  Months have passed and no word on Heddy and Ike’s 
adoption case.  Let’s check on the status of things over at the Court of Appeal.

(Dim Lights)



VIDEO # 1

MARY ALICE / NARRATOR
Justice Butz must be busy with other pressing issues.  Let’s take a peek into her 
chambers…

[Video Screen Caption: Another 2 Months Pass By…]

MARY ALICE / NARRATOR
Justice Robie must be caught up in important research for an upcoming oral argument…

[Video Screen Caption: And Another Month!!!]

MARY ALICE / NARRATOR
Let’s see what is taking Justice Scotland so long…  It looks like he is having a tough time 
deliberating over an issue.  

END OF VIDEO #1

Telephone rings X3

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (deep semi-pompous voice) 
Abel Anwilling attorney at law.

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE 
(speaking)  Hi, this is Heddy.

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (straightening up) Well Hellooo, what’s up?

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE (speaking)  I’m surprised to find you working so late.   I just 
thought I’d call to find out if anything’s happening with the case.  You know Ike’s 
drinking is getting worse, and when he is sober he doesn’t even talk to me anymore.  I just 
hope I can tolerate him until the Court makes its decision.  

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY 
Well that’s not good.

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE 
He just drinks so much beer, and when he drinks too much, 
he gets so angry.  Do you drink beer Abel?  

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (Hesitates, then gestures like an idea just popped 



into his head)   No, I don’t like beer.  Don’t drink at all . . . well sometimes I might share a 
bottle of fine wine—you know, good conversation, a special friend, a roaring fire—that 
kind of thing.  (Heddy is now looking at a picture of Abel.)

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE (snapping back to reality)  And to make matters worse, all he 
does is lay around on the couch and watch football or those horrible Terminator movies.  
Do you like that kind of stuff, Abel?

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY  (Hesitates, then gestures like an idea just popped 
into his head)   Well . . .  uh . . .no.   Actually . . . uh. . . I hate football.  I do like some 
movies, but only certain ones.

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE 
Oh Yeah? What are those?



ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY 
Well you know, the great ones.  You know. . .like . . . uh--The Bridges of Madison 
County . . .that’s right,  and uh . . .  Fried Green Tomatoes and uh . . .  Steel Magnolias and 
uh . . .oh, that’s right . . . Sleepless in Seattle.  (Heddy is now fanning her face with one 
hand).  (Abe is walking toward audience with a knowing look)  And then of course, there’s 
my all time favorite--

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE 
What is it?

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY 
“Beaches.”  (Heddy is now fanning her face with both hands)

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE (again snapping back into reality) Well, anyway, I wish those 
darn judges would just hurry up and decide our case so I could focus on my baby.  It is 
getting harder when Ike keeps drinking and is always angry about something.  I just know 
I could lose the baby if any of this came out.

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY 
(speaking)  Well, Dona Care probably will never know about any of these problems.

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE  (speaking) Abe, that makes me feel better.  
You know, you’re not anything like Ike at all.  I can see you would be a good father. 
I wish Ike was more like you. 

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (reverting to professional form)  Well –uh—(turns 
and smiles at the audience, pointing at the phone before saying) I guess that’s just the kind 
of guy I am.   Anything else?

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE 
Well . . . one last thing.   Are you wearing the tie I gave you? 

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY 
(standing and revealing the tie [when it’s tied, it looks like a fish hanging from the collar] to 
the audience)  As a matter of fact, I am.

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE 
Great.  I think it really compliments your eyes.  

(Abe looks at the tie, and then quizzically at the phone)

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY  Well, yeah, I guess so.   OK, I guess I have to go.



HEDDY TURNER / WIFE 
Well. . .Ok.  Goodnight, Sugar Booger.  (Hangs up before Abe can respond) 

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (Looks at phone.  Looks at ceiling. 
Turns to audience)  Did she just call me “Sugar Booger?”

Lights Dim

END OF ACT I SCENE TWO

ACT I  SCENE THREE

MARY ALICE / NARRATOR
Meanwhile the appeal is still not decided.  Let’s check in again on the status of things over 
at the Court of Appeal. 

(Dim Lights) 

VIDEO # 2

MARY ALICE / NARRATOR

Justice Robie has been dealing with some weighty matters.

Justice Butz is busy nailing down the facts of a case.

Presiding Justice Scotland and Justice Morrison have been going back and forth over the 
merits of an appeal.

MARY ALICE / NARRATOR
So we pick up again with a meeting at Attorney Abel’s office.

(Husband and wife are waiting in conference room – not speaking to each other).

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (walks in to conference room)  Hello folks.  I 
wanted to meet with you two in person to discuss the status of the Dona Care’s appeal and 
to talk about trying to settle this case before the Court decides it for us.

IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (speaking/irritated/impatient)  Like what dude?

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE (speaking to husband)  Let Abe speak!



ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (speaking to both husband and wife)  Well almost 
every civil case settles when one side pays money to the other party.  I think for $12,000, 
Dona Care would drop her appeal.  All this endless waiting and waiting for the justices to 
make a decision would just be a bad memory.

IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (speaking/still irritated/impatient)   12 grand!  No way, 
dude.  No way we are paying that lady a nickel.  Look Abe, you said you wrote a good 
appeal paper.  Really good.  You said we would beat her in court.  But I do like this “no 
more waiting idea.”  I know, if we can’t beat her in court, maybe we should just hire 
someone to beat some sense into her.  12 grand – no way. 

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE (speaking to Abe and Ike)  Well, I like the idea.  It can’t hurt 
to try it.  At least it is honest.  We have the money, and if Dona Care agrees – then 
everybody wins.  Do you always have to be such a jerk? 

IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (speaking to Abe and Heddy still irritated/impatient)  You 
want to pay that lady after all this?  Not in this lifetime -- forget it.  You know what, I’m 
out of here.  I need a beer.

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE (speaking to Abe)  Well, what did I expect from him?  
But (contrite) I guess I shouldn’t have called him a jerk.

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (speaking to Heddy)   No, probably not.

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE  
(contrite at first)  No, I shouldn’t have called him a jerk
(then--not contrite) (walking directly toward the audience, voice gradually rising with 
exasperation as she says) 

But he is such a jerk.
Why couldn’t he be more like Abel ? ? ?

(Lights Go Dim)

 END OF ACT I SCENE THREE



MODERATOR DISCUSSION #1 

Thoughts:

1)  In General

Tonight we want to begin with an aspect of professionalism that is 
sometimes overlooked—the concept of maintaining a professional distance 
or detachment from our clients.  Here we have an attorney who is handling 
an adoption, and those who argue for professional detachment would say 
that the attorney should confine his interactions with his clients strictly to 
legal matters, i.e., the status of the adoption, the nature of the legal dispute, 
etc.  So without yet dealing with the specifics of our case let’s throw it open 
– 

Does the concept of professionalism require that we maintain some 
professional “distance” from our clients and their personal problems? 

If the answer is yes, what professional values (vs. duties) are we trying to 
advance? 

Competence (substantive)?
Objectivity?  [what are the values in maintaining objectivity?]
Confidentiality?  [Bus. & Prof. Code, § 6068(e): “to maintain 
inviolate the confidence, and at every peril to him/herself to preserve 
the secrets, of his or her client.” = duty, which creates a tension with 
objectivity]
Respect for the profession? 

[Wiley v. County of San Diego (1998) 19 Cal.4th 532, 536: “duty of 
attorney to use such skill, prudence and diligence as members of the 
profession commonly possess”]

Do some areas of law necessarily foster a more “personal” relationship 
between attorney and client? For example, criminal and some family law 
proceedings require the disclosure of private, sensitive information.  Does 
the “line” between purely legal and personal matters differ depending upon 
the type of case you have?

What are the dangers that arise when an attorney becomes personally close 
to a client: 

From the lawyer’s perspective?



From the client’s perspective?

Consider the medical profession.  Here it seems that most would agree that 
the physician /patient relationship is constructed specifically to avoid 
personal interactions i.e., the business folks attend to the records and billing 
issues, the nurse obtains the history, the physician appears only to make a 
diagnosis and discuss the treatment.  Does the medical profession know 
something that the legal profession does not? 

Here the lawyer is being pulled into (or jumping into) the clients’ personal 
affairs.  But that’s not the only way these problems arise.  What about your 
very best client--the one you really like, and who religiously pays the bill.  
Does it happen that the client that we really like is the one that it becomes 
most difficult to say “no” to, even when what the client really needs to hear 
is “no?”

2)  The Attorney In Our Problem [getting to specifics of what 
happened in the scene]

A.  Abel Anwilling finds he is becoming privy to growing problems 
between wife and husband.  Should he:

1)  take steps to avoid becoming enmeshed in any of this, i.e., “I’ll 
handle the appeal; you need to work out your personal issues.”  

2)  simply advise the wife not to tell him these things? 

3)  share the wife’s sentiments with the husband?

4)  Are the answers to any of the foregoing affected by any duty he 
may owe to the child?

What, practically speaking, should an attorney do when a client gets 
“too personal?”  In this circumstance, where the attorney is clearly 
taking a “personal” interest in his client, must he terminate 
employment?  Should he?  (See Cal. Rules of Prof. Resp., Rule 
3-700 (c)(4): attorney may request to withdraw if his/her “mental or 
physical condition renders it difficult for the member to carry out the 
employment effectively.”)

B.  Are these problems exacerbated by the fact that attorney is representing a 
high school buddy?  Are there reasons to avoid  representing friends, 



neighbors, church associates, family members, etc?  What about “buddying 
up” to the insurance carrier representative?



3) The Quagmire

A.  Abel has learned of problems in the marriage, and at some point decides 
to respond to the wife’s overtures by setting up his purported qualities in 
juxtaposition to those of the husband. 

1)  Does the attorney owe an obligation to the husband not to engage 
in conversations on these topics?  Wife could be baring her soul to 
any friend, bartender, or personal help line.  Is the attorney the one 
person on earth she can’t talk to?

2)  Given the problems in the marriage, does the husband have the 
right to insist that the attorney do nothing that could even 
conceivably make matters worse?  Does he have some “ownership” 
interest in the relationship?  What of the wife’s rights to establish her 
own relationships?

3)  Here the attorney is certainly “picking a side” in the personal 
dispute between husband and wife.  While it may be easy to 
condemn that conduct in the context of a personal relationship, 
doesn’t the same problem present itself to practitioners all the time?  
For those of us who do defense work, isn’t there a tendency to favor 
the carrier when difficulties arise with the insured?  What about the 
dominant decision maker in corporate representation?  How should 
we react to the natural fear that the attorney who insists on 
maintaining a professional distance will lose the business to the 
competitor who is taking the clients to the Kings games?



ACT II
MARY ALICE / NARRATOR

(speaking)  Welcome back, ladies and gentlemen.  At this point in our story, the 
appeal has been pending for nearly three years.  Young Tom has grown from an infant into 
a toddler who is almost old enough for preschool.  He has seen his birth mother, Dona, 
only occasionally; she works in the entertainment field and travels constantly.  The parties’ 
long wait comes to an end when a decision is issued by the Court of Appeal.   Let’s look in 
on Dona as she learns of the fate of her biological child.

ACT II  SCENE ONE

House lights go dim/dark

DONA CARE / BIOMOM VIDEO #1

Biomom in her “circus” trailer and trapeze costume looks at an envelope and says:  “Finally 
those judges made a decision.”
Opens an envelope:  smiles and says yes!
Breaks into the “End Zone Dance”
Music plays the Chili’s restaurant commercial  music 
“I got my baby back, baby back, baby back” 

END OF DONA CARE / BIOMOM VIDEO #2 ACT II SCENE ONE

ACT II  SCENE TWO

MEETING in Attorney’s Office
Husband and wife are waiting in conference room – not speaking to each other.

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY walks in to conference room (speaking)  Hey 
there, folks.  Look, I just don’t know what happened.  I am so sorry.  I am so sorry about 
the decision.  The Justices got it wrong.  Maybe we can go to the Supreme Court. 

IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (speaking/irritated/impatient)  Well, that’s what we’re gonna 
do, dude.  I don’t like losing.

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE (speaking to Ike)  I am not so sure.  
I don’t know what to do.  We have to think about what is best for Tom.



IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (speaking/irritated/impatient)  Well, only you could come up 
with something like that.  What’s best for Tom is to be with us.  I knew we should have 
dealt with that lady my way—you know what I always say: 
“If you can’t beat ‘em then beat ‘em up!”

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY  Well look, we have five days to bring Tom here to 
the office and return him to Dona Care.  Then we have 30 days to file a petition for review.  
[Rule 8.500(e)(1)]  You don’t have to decide right now -- You should think about this.

IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (speaking/irritated/impatient)  I already said we are 
appealing – end of discussion.  We don’t need to “think” about it, hotshot.   

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE (speaking to Abe and Ike)  
OK, we will be back here in five days with Tom.

IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (speaking/irritated/impatient) 
Well  I ‘ain’t gonna’ be here for that!  I need to go find a beer.  (turns to Heddy 
dismissively)  See ya sometime. (leaves office)

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE (Stands and walks toward Abe)  You know, it’s gonna kill 
me to give up Tom to Dona Care.  But maybe some good will come of this.  At least I can 
stop pretending like this thing with Ike is any kind of marriage.  It’s gotten so bad that I’ve 
already decided that I have to get out.  I guess I’m gonna lose a child, but maybe I’ll get 
back my life.

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (approaching Heddy)  I know it’s hard.  You 
deserve so much better.  (embraces Heddy)  Just remember that a great person once said 
. . . uh. . .well uh. . . (an idea hits him)  “Love means you never have to say you’re 
sorry” (or) “You had me at Hello.”   Let’s discuss this in the Partners’ Lounge … (Abel 
and Heddy hug, gradually move toward the secret door, and duck inside.  Momentarily, 
Abel comes back out, a little disheveled.  Heddy’s hand comes out the door, grabs him by 
the fish tie, and pulls him back in.)

Lights dim.

END OF ACT II SCENE TWO

MARY ALICE / NARRATOR
We now find ourselves at a meeting of the firm partners two days later.  With Abel are his 
partners, Mr. Rogers and Phil T. Mind:

ACT II  SCENE THREE



Abel working @ table in conference room.
Phil T. Mind / Bad Partner enters room.
Mr. Rogers / Good Partner enters room.

MR. ROGERS / GOOD PARTNER (speaking to attorney)
 Hi Abe.  How’s your buddy’s adoption case going?

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (speaking to partners)  Well, I wanted to talk to 
you guys about that.  Not good.  We lost the baby.  The husband wants to petition for 
review.  But the wife doesn’t,  because my high school buddy has turned into a 
Neanderthal and the marriage is shot.  In fact, I think she wants to divorce the jerk.

MR. ROGERS / GOOD PARTNER (speaking to Abe)  
So, what did you want to talk about?

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (speaking to partners)  Well uh. . .you see the thing 
is. . .well it’s kinda like. . . .you see. . .well she’s kinda decided that she sorta likes 
well. . .me.   And it’s gone so far that . . . well . . . (switching from his intended topic). . . 
she even bought me this cool tie!  

MR. ROGERS / GOOD PARTNER (speaking to Abe)  
I hope you’re not thinking what I think you’re probably thinking…

PHIL T. MIND / BAD PARTNER (speaking to Abel and Mr. Rogers)  Well I hope he is 
thinking what you and I both think he is thinking.  I think she’s hot!  Everyone knows the 
divorced ones are the best!  No seriously (momentarily reverting to “professional” form), 
let me ask you a very serious question:  (lapses back)  Is she sexy?  Do you have a picture?

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (speaking to both partners)  Guys, listen.  Things 
have become a little. . .well. . .complicated.  I don’t know what to do.

MR. ROGERS / GOOD PARTNER (speaking to Abe)  
You’re not going to do anything.  What about our firm?  Do not do anything 
to jeopardize our firm!

PHIL T. MIND / BAD PARTNER (speaking to Abe and Mr. Rogers)  Jeopardize our 
firm?  Well that’s a good one, Mr. Rogers/”Wet Blanket.”  All he’s talking about is a little 
after-hours fun between consenting adults—that’s it, a little stress relief!  I just hope he 
shares the details with his partners.  Now spill it ! . . . Is she sexy?  Do you have a 
picture?!



PHIL T. MIND / BAD PARTNER SONG #1  --  MUSIC PLAYS – 
SONG “DOIN WHAT COMES NATURALLY”
PHIL T. MIND / BAD PARTNER turns to audience and sings the song

“folks round here get angry when I mention fornication
still they’re rabid as can be doin’ the what comes naturally
doin’ the what comes naturally

folks like us with law degrees have mucho sophistication
still we’re active as can be doin’ the what comes naturally
doin’ the what comes naturally

you don’t have to go to an ivy league school 
to learn there are exceptions to the golden rule
on ethics, Abe’s as stubborn as a mule, but with that filly he’ll play the fool

that’ll come naturally
that’ll come naturally”

END SONG

Lights dim

END OF ACT II SCENE THREE

MARY ALICE / NARRATOR
(speaking) Wow!  How’d you like to have a partner like that?  Well anyway, we 

now return to the law office after Ike and Heddy have returned Tom to Dona Care.  Ike and 
Heddy are meeting with Abel to discuss their legal options.  Let’s listen in…

ACT II  SCENE FOUR

Husband and wife are waiting in conference room – not speaking to each other.

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY walks in to conference room (speaking)  Hi folks.

IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (speaking/irritated/impatient)  
We want to appeal.  I don’t like to lose.

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE (speaking to Ike)  
No we’re not.  I want a divorce. 

IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (surprised/irritated/impatient)  A divorce?  Did you say 



divorce? You’re a wimp.  You want to give up?  Good.  Divorce me?  You will regret it!  
Go ahead—make my day!  Abe here will take you down!  I’ll take you down!  Together 
we will take you all the way down to Sleepytown!  

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (speaking to husband)  Whoa, whoa!  Ike, I can’t 
represent you in the divorce.  I already represent both of you.  (Getting bookish, like this is 
a very obvious point)  You see, it’s what we call a “conflict of interest,” and no attorney in 
their right mind would ever get involved in any kind of “conflict of interest.”  

IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (speaking/irritated/impatient)  Well hold up, dude. (Standing 
and pointing at Abe)  First you screwed up the adoption and lost my son.  And now you 
won’t help me in the divorce?  If you’re not with me, you’re against me, (hesitates) . . . and, 
well . . . that means it’s “Miller time!”  (Stomps toward the door, stops, turns back)  And 
one last thing.  (pointing at Heddy)  When she dies, they’ll probably put on her headstone  
“Here lies Heddy– cold as usual.”

(Ike exits set).

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE (looking hurt, then composing herself, talking to Abe)  
You will represent us, (touching her abdomen) oops, I mean me-- in the divorce, right? 

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY  Well, I can’t do that because I have to avoid 
conflicts, but . . . (gets an idea) . . . we’ll have Phil do it!

(Abel and Heddy then link arms and begin to walk together toward the door opposite stage 
side where Ike exited.  When they’re almost to the door wife stops, turns back, walks to 
center stage and speaks directly to the audience:

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE 
When (gesturing knowingly to where Ike exited) he dies, they’ll probably put on his 
headstone:  “Here lies Ike – stiff at last.”

Lights dim

END ACT II SCENE FOUR



MODERATOR DISCUSSION #2 

1)   Regarding the sexual relationship

Lets get this out of the way first:

Does attorney’s conduct here violate any Rule of Professional Conduct regarding sexual 
relationships with a client?  

(This might be counter-intuitive, but probably not. Unlike the ABA Model Rules, 
CRPC3-120 does not establish any per se rule.  It prohibits such relations when they are 
coerced, or when they prevent competent representation.  In this case the (sex partner) client 
is not coerced in any way, and there’s no showing that the legal services themselves are 
suspect.)

One law review article strongly argues that a dangerous aspect of “personal” relationships 
between attorneys and their clients is the imbalance of power between the two.  (O’Connell, 
“Note: Keeping Sex Out of the Attorney-Client Relationship: A Proposed Rule,” 92 
Colum. L. Rev. 887 (1992).)  In other words, the client may not feel that s/he is in a 
position to say “no” to the attorney, not only in matters pertaining to their case, but also in 
personal matters. What do you think of this theory? 

a. Does it make a difference if it is the client, as opposed to the attorney, who 
is pursuing the sexual relationship?

b. Does it matter who your client is?  For example, a low-income, single 
mother seeking a divorce versus a real estate developer?

c. Does it matter when the sexual/personal relationship begins (e.g., before or 
after initiation of attorney-client relationship)?
 

Why are we, as attorneys, held to a different standard than, say, psychotherapists, who 
are forbidden from engaging in sexual relations with their clients, regardless of 
circumstance?  Don’t both types of relationships have the same elements of trust and 
dependence?  (See O’Connell Note at 920-921, arguing that sexual relations should be 
“per se unethical” between attorneys and clients, since the client, like a 
psychotherapist’s patient, may be “emotionally and economically vulnerable.”)  Why 
shouldn’t we have a total ban as well? 

Constitutional right of sexual privacy (Griswold v. Connecticut (1965) 381 U.S. 479; 
Lawrence v. Texas (2003) 539 U.S. 558)

Possibility of “positive” relationship as a result of sexual/intimate relationship begun during 



representation.

So what about having sex with the spouse of a client?
Isn’t any objection by husband simply a claim for “alienation of affections” that is 
barred under Civil Code section 43.5?  Stated another way, does husband have any 
right to insist that anyone not have consensual sexual relations with his wife?  What 
of wife’s right to select her own relationships?

If no primary right possessed by husband is violated, does it matter if the
“perpetrator” is a, a doctor, a plumber, . . or a lawyer?

Does an attorney’s duty of loyalty to the husband mean that the husband can 
prevent the wife from finding happiness in her life?  Would any aspect of this 
problem change if attorney ended the attorney/client relationship first and then 
began a sexual relationship with wife?

2)  Beyond Sex
  

What if during the course of a case lawyer supplants husband as the wife’s best 
friend?

  
Does the lawyer have an obligation not to let that happen?
Can husband tell wife who to fraternize with? 

 
Is the lawyer who previously represented a husband the one person on earth that 
wife cannot form a personal friendship with?  

3)   Even more generally

If your client is your best friend, can you fulfill your obligations as a lawyer?

If an attorney owns stock in a client, it’s not hard to see how his/her judgment 
might be compromised.  What changes if you have emotional stock in a client?

Aren’t clients sometimes actually the ones who pursue the personal relationship? 
Does it matter who “pushes” the friendship?

Is one problem with “too close” personal relationships that the lawyer might not 
be “on guard” enough, i.e., under perform because “the client might be considered 

to be less demanding than other clients?  

Note:  Malpractice defense lawyers agree that the most difficult and anger-laden 
malpractice cases are those that follow the failure of a personal relationship between 



the lawyer and the former client. 



ACT III
MARY ALICE / NARRATOR

(speaking)  How are y’all enjoying our story?  Yes, it’s almost over, but before we 
all depart there is one more stop to make.  

You see, there have been several developments since we last left off.  Heddy in fact 
divorced her husband (Still photo of Ike going out the front door, carrying two suitcases, 
wife’s leg sticking out the door like she’s booting him out).  As soon as the divorce was 
final, Heddy married Abel.  (Still photo of Abel coming in the same front door, carrying 
two suitcases, wife’s arms sticking out the door welcoming him).  Very shortly after the 
marriage, Abel and Heddy became the proud parents of their own child, Abel Junior. (Still 
photo of Abel, Heddy and the baby, with the baby’s face looking exactly like attorney 
Abel.) 

But our story wouldn’t be complete unless lightning struck one last time.  It was just an 
ordinary Saturday morning—less than a year after the Court of Appeal decision--when 
Heddy received a phone call that would change her life yet again. . . 

ACT III  SCENE ONE

House lights go dim/dark

Heddy enters stage from the right (with phone).

DONA CARE / BIOMOM VIDEO #2

Dona Care on the phone

DONA CARE / BIOMOM  Hello, this is Dona, Dona Care.  Look, I’ve decided I was 
wrong.  I don’t know the first thing about raising a child, and I’m always on the road.  And 
Tom has been just miserable.  You’re the only mother he has ever known in his life. He 
loves you so much, and he misses you terribly.   I’ve thought and thought about this, and 
you have to take him back.  I’ve made up my mind; I have to do what’s right for him.  I 
promise, I’ll sign whatever I have to sign to give my son a real life and make him happy 
again.

END  DONA CARE / BIOMOM VIDEO #2

MARY ALICE / NARRATOR



So we make our last stop, this time in the Superior Court

ACT III  SCENE TWO

HARRIET MEYERS / SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE 
(Speaking)  OK, turning now to Case number 0101.  Are the parties present?

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY 
(speaking) yes, Abel Anwilling, present your honor.

HEDDY TURNER / WIFE (speaking) yes, HEDDY ANWILLING present your honor.

IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (speaking/irritated/impatient)  
Yeah judge, I’ve been waiting a long time for this.

HARRIET MEYERS / SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE 
(Speaking to Ike)  Your name sir? 

IKE TURNER / HUSBAND  (speaking/irritated/impatient) 
Oh, right.  I am Ike Turner.

HARRIET MEYERS / SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE 
All right.  This proceeding is to determine the adoption petition of Mr. and Mrs. Anwilling 
in regard to the adoption of Tom.  Mr. Turner, do you wish to be heard?

IKE TURNER / HUSBAND (speaking/irritated/impatient)  Look, judge all I have to say 
is that McSleazy over there used to be my friend – all he did was lose my son and steal my 
wife—and I mean steal my wife, judge.  No way he should be allowed to adopt the boy—
no way.  

Hey! (turns and walks toward audience) All you people sitting on your hands out there!  I 
should probably think about hiring a lawyer, right?  . . .right? 

HARRIET MEYERS / SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE 
(Speaking to Abe and Heddy)  OK Petitioners, I’ve read the Petition and the supporting 
declarations.  Do you have any additional evidence that you wish the court to consider?

ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY 
(speaking) Yes your honor, we do have one witness to present.

HARRIET MEYERS / SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE 
OK, proceed Mr. Anwilling.



ABEL ANWILLING / ATTORNEY (speaking) 
Your honor, Petitioners call Mr. Phil T. Mind.



(Phil T. Mind comes out through the secret door, comes before the bench and says:)

PHIL T. MIND / BAD PARTNER Your honoress, I am Phillip Thelonius Mind, Esq.  I 
have known Mr. Anwilling for 18 years, as a law partner and as a friend.  He’s a very 
centered man, in the sense that he always keeps his eye on the finer things in life.  He’s one 
of those men who decides what he wants, and then just goes for it.  He is one of those guys 
who does everything he can to separate the wheat (looks at Heddy) from the chaff (looks at 
Ike).   Let’s just say that he’s a real straight-up guy.   And, as an added bonus, (turns 
knowingly to audience) he really knows his movies. 

HARRIET MEYERS/ SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE 

Thank you, Mr. Mind.  (looks at audience)

And thank you, Mr. Turner, for sharing your perspective.  (facial expression)

I am required to decide whether Abel and Heddy Anwilling are fit to adopt 
young Master Tom.

I intend to be fair, impartial and independent.  However, I am sure that nobody will object if 
-- consistent with the democratic nature of our country -- I ask those in the courtroom for 
some assistance, the parties and counsel excepted, of course. 

To the members of the Inn and their guests:  You have in your handout an advisory ballot.  
A single sheet of paper with an empty box next to the word “yes” and another next to the 
word “no.”  The question presented now is (question appears on big screen and flat panel 
monitors):
  

“Whether Abel and Heddy Anwilling are fit to 
   adopt young Master Tom.”

In a couple of minutes, the bailiffs will collect those advisory ballots.  I will then review the 
ballots and render my fair, impartial and independent judgment.  So help me God.

The Court stands adjourned.

(Gavel and lights dark simultaneously)

END OF ACT III,  SCENE TWO



MODERATOR DISCUSSION #3

1)  Given that the lawyer is now married to (Wife) and had nothing to do with the fact that 
Biomom changed her mind, can the lawyer now adopt the baby?

[Only at this point in program can we divulge that skit is based on a real case]

a.   Note that the husband is not trying to adopt the child; he just doesn’t want 
lawyer to be able to do so.   Does it matter whether the lawyer is actually “taking 
something” from husband, or is this simply a matter of “loyalty?”

b.  What if we were not talking about adopting a child, but instead something more 
mundane.  If a lawyer learned through his representation that a client wanted to 
purchase a building but could not do so, could the lawyer go ahead and buy it for 
himself?  What if it was a “former client?   See Tri-Growth Centre City, Ltd v. 
Silldorf, Burdman, Duignan & Eisenberg, (1989) 216 Cal App.3d 1139 for one 
court’s answer.

c.  If the lawyer couldn’t buy the building, is adopting the child any different?  
Why?

Does husband have a claim for breach of fiduciary duty? (See Barbara A. v. John G. 
(1983) 145 Cal.App.3d 369, 383 “[w]e can find no valid reason to restrict these principles 
[of a fiduciary/conscientious fidelity] to actions involving financial claims of a client and 
not to apply them to actions in which the client alleges physical damage resulting from a 
violation of the attorney’s fiduciary obligation.”)  Is his “emotional damage” sufficient to 
sustain such a claim?

What if the lawyer retains a different attorney to represent him and wife in the adoption 
proceeding.  Does that change anything?

2)  If lawyer declines to agree to the adoption on the basis that this would violate some duty 
to former husband, would this violate some duty to wife?

a.  Note that in purely “legal” settings, if a decision in favor of one client would 
violate a duty to another, we call it a “conflict” of interest, and we say the lawyer 
can’t act at all – i.e., he or she must “withdraw.”  Is there any realistic analogy 
available to the lawyer here?

3)  Let’s go back and assume that once the lawyer first learns during the course of his 
representation that the husband and wife are having problems, he withdraws from all 
further representation. Would that make any difference at all in terms of whether the 
attorney could marry the wife?  Adopt the child? 



4)  Is this a situation in which our concept of an attorney’s duties conflicts with society’s 
judgments about the “enforceability” of personal relationships?  That is, does the husband 
get a veto power over the wife’s decisions that society denies in all other settings?

5)  Do we just throw our hands in the air, secure in the observation that the attorney’s 
failure to maintain professional detachment from his clients brought these problems on 
himself?

6)  Is the ethical response always the same as the legal response?  Have ethics changed over 
the past 25 years?
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